Wind Energy is Popular

Okonite Reliability

The popularity of Wind power
continues to grow in the U.S. With
the current installed capacity of over
30,000 MW, the growth rate of
Wind Energy is now 45% each year.
Currently, 35 states have some
amount of wind generation.
Certainly, federal policy and tax
credits will play a large role in the
future pace of additional wind
projects. What has become clear, is
that Wind Energy is here to stay.

Okonite has been the cable standard
for all the past modes of power
generation; wind generation requires
the same cable reliability. Okonite’s
Okoguard all EPR insulation system
has now preformed in the most
demanding environments for over
40 years. Okoguard is the insulation
system that is qualified to operate
continuously at 105ºC conductor
temperature. Will your cables be
able to continuously conduct power
to the grid under a variety pf
conditions including the Perfect
Wind, when all turbines are
producing maximum output and all
cables are fully loaded?

You Know Okonite
The same company that’s served
the Utility, generation Market for
130 years is ready to serve your
Wind Energy needs. From 1882,
when Thomas Edison selected
Okonite Cable for the very first
generating station on Pearl Street,
New York City, to today with new
State-of-the-Art nuclear plantsOkonite has stood the test of time.

Okonite Quality
Within the industries we serve,
Okonite is considered to be the
premium quality cable available on
the market. This comes from years
of innovation, proven reliability, and
a determination to get it right the
first time. Maybe that’s because
we’re an employee owned ESOP
company where everyone is part of
the products and solutions we
provide.
During our historic legacy, we have
led the industry in innovations,
research and plant modernizations.

Ironically, cable is the longest link
with the highest exposure between
power source and the point of power
delivery - the grid, yet a small
percent of the project cost. Wind
Farms deserve the same Okonite
Quality Cables as all other forms of
generation.

Technical Support
Our in-house staff of expert
Applications Engineers provide a
valuable service to assist
customers with cable related
issues. Training, onsite support,
and technical support are all
available. Cable design, electrical
and installation calculations are
gladly provided as part of our
total service and support
package.
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